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A step-by-step guide on how I healed my vitiligo and you can too.This is not a heal-quick remedy
that leads you to a medication or other false promise.How I Healed Myself From Vitiligo is the
detailed account on how I and hundreds of my readers have been able to both stop and heal our
vitiligo naturally. I do give recommendations on some medications that I have used, but if I could
go back and do it over I would not use them and instead be patient and allow the natural
remedies to take their course. The process is simply a specific diet that I followed along with
natural herbs that are available to everyone, reducing stress and practicing exercises both
mental and physical.My website: www.howihealedmyselffromvitiligo.com gives you all the
information without the need to buy the book. If you would like to read my story and know every
detail of how I did it. Here it is.I wish everyone a happy healing journey, one in which you come
away with the lessons meant to be learned, and continued health.Email me:
ermiasgiovanni@gmail.com to purchase the book at a discount, updates, questions, concerns
and some of my new opinions.

About the AuthorGet instant how-to instruction, practical self-help information, and beneficial
improvement. Acquire new skills and obtain new knowledge instantly. All about practicality and
instantaneity for effective fast results.For more info, go to http: //www.instantseries.com.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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HOW I HEALED MYSELF FROM VITILIGO A Complete Step-by-Step Guide on How to Heal
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Hygieneb. Skin-Carec. Pleasuresd. RestXIII. Healing Children XIV. Conclusion a. “How
I Healed Myself” SupportXV. Give Yourself – To Othersa. “Jane’s” healing storyXVI. Thank
You – My ContactXVII. Tablesa. Allowed Foods b. Not-Allowed Foods c. Image Credits
XVIII. Terms of Use IntroductionI wanted to start by expressing what motivated me to write this
book.In general most of us are private individuals; we each have our own sets of problems,
concerns and issues in our lives. Sometimes we are able to cross some of those obstacles and
move forward with our lives. We’re thankful that we’re able to do so and often the problem or
issue that at one time bothered us so much becomes a part of our past – to be forgotten. That
was not the case with the healing of my Vitiligo. This was no doubt one of the greatest obstacles
in my personal life, not one that I could easily forget.When it started becoming clear to me that
“Hey, I am actually beginning to heal myself from Vitiligo” my thinking began to shift. My inner
self was not satisfied and I felt the need to help others but I just did not know how to do it.I’ll
never forget the worst stages of my Vitiligo, the times that I felt like it was taking over my life.
Even if a person in all sincerity approached me to offer help – I did not want to hear it. Sympathy
or any type of attention made me feel uncomfortable and I really just wanted everyone to leave
me alone. Stop staring at me, don’t talk to me about it – really – just leave me alone.So at the
very beginning of my healing when I wanted to approach anybody that had Vitiligo and share my
information with them I had mixed emotions. Not really knowing how they would feel about it, not
wanting to upset them further, I just kept it to myself. After all I was not fully healed. I felt that they
would say “look at your face – you still have spots all over you – why haven’t you fully healed? All
those would have been valid questions and concerns so I decided it would be best to reach the
point that it became obvious that I was healing from Vitiligo.That time did come and a girl
approached me after she noticed that I was healing. She eventually became a person that I
helped to heal and her story is in this book under the pseudonym “Jane”. Witnessing her healing
reassured me that this plan could work for everyone – one of the convincing reasons to write this



book.Often times I would search the internet for information sometimes ending up in a Vitiligo
forum where everyone was expressing their concerns and sharing their experiences with
Vitiligo.One particular stream of conversations really touched my heart and led me closer to
making the decision of writing this book. The post was from a mother that had a young daughter;
I think her little girl was 3 or 4 years old. You could feel the pain, confusion and hopelessness in
the mothers’ question. She was begging anybody out there to please help her stop this disease
from taking over her daughters’ life. As I scrolled throughout the chat stream I noticed that
nobody ever answered her question or even offered any form of comfort or advice. Her plea was
totally ignored. I could only imagine the despair that this mother must have been in. I never
signed up to become a member of that group and I too did not share any of the information that I
had. The last and final push was my brother just plainly saying to me “You have to share your
story with all of these people – you have to let them know that there is hope!”My hope now is that
this book and the information within it will reach as many people as possible.My hope is that all
of the people that are able to read this book will finally heal from Vitiligo.My hope is that the
mother that so desperately wanted to help her little girl will find this book and heal her
baby. Myths and ContradictionsHow are you supposed to heal when there is so much
contradictory information? The Internet is no doubt a great source of information and a great tool
to bring the world together but a lot of times it just becomes information overload. The advice on
one site totally contradicts the advice on the previous one.Contradictions are one thing but
myths are another. Different forms of advice can be contradictory but each one of them can also
be partially effective. What I feel hurts us the most are the myths: the false myths that close the
door on the possibilities for our healing.For the last and final time we will look at this myth, never
to discuss it again, because it plays no part in our healing. False MythVitiligo is an “in-curable”
disease!One of the best quotes that I can remember to dispute this false myth is that “in-curable”
means “curable-from within”.The majority of the information that’s out there and the advice that
we receive makes us believe we are stuck with Vitiligo and there is nothing that we can do about
it.Starting now, I want you to forget any negative advice or information that you have received. I
healed from Vitiligo, others that have followed my advice have healed from Vitiligo and there is
absolutely no reason why you will not heal from Vitiligo.Throughout the course of this book I will
ask you to strengthen yourself. I will ask you to not only ignore the negative information that you
receive but I will also ask you to ignore yourself! Sometimes the most negative voice that we
hear is our own.All of the negativity stops – today!From there we can move on to the most
important question:“Do you ‘really’ want to heal?!”
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Team i. Dr. Deepak Chopra ii. Louise L.
Hay iii. Eckhart Tolle iv. Mark Sisson XII.
Taking Care of The New You a. Hygieneb. Skin-Carec. Pleasuresd. RestXIII. Healing
Children XIV. Conclusion a. “How I Healed Myself” SupportXV. Give Yourself – To
Othersa. “Jane’s” healing storyXVI. Thank You – My ContactXVII. Tablesa. Allowed Foods
b. Not-Allowed Foods c. Image Credits XVIII. Terms of Use IntroductionI wanted to start by
expressing what motivated me to write this book.In general most of us are private individuals; we
each have our own sets of problems, concerns and issues in our lives. Sometimes we are able
to cross some of those obstacles and move forward with our lives. We’re thankful that we’re able
to do so and often the problem or issue that at one time bothered us so much becomes a part of
our past – to be forgotten. That was not the case with the healing of my Vitiligo. This was no
doubt one of the greatest obstacles in my personal life, not one that I could easily forget.When it
started becoming clear to me that “Hey, I am actually beginning to heal myself from Vitiligo” my
thinking began to shift. My inner self was not satisfied and I felt the need to help others but I just
did not know how to do it.I’ll never forget the worst stages of my Vitiligo, the times that I felt like it
was taking over my life. Even if a person in all sincerity approached me to offer help – I did not
want to hear it. Sympathy or any type of attention made me feel uncomfortable and I really just
wanted everyone to leave me alone. Stop staring at me, don’t talk to me about it – really – just
leave me alone.So at the very beginning of my healing when I wanted to approach anybody that
had Vitiligo and share my information with them I had mixed emotions. Not really knowing how
they would feel about it, not wanting to upset them further, I just kept it to myself. After all I was
not fully healed. I felt that they would say “look at your face – you still have spots all over you –
why haven’t you fully healed? All those would have been valid questions and concerns so I
decided it would be best to reach the point that it became obvious that I was healing from
Vitiligo.That time did come and a girl approached me after she noticed that I was healing. She
eventually became a person that I helped to heal and her story is in this book under the
pseudonym “Jane”. Witnessing her healing reassured me that this plan could work for everyone
– one of the convincing reasons to write this book.Often times I would search the internet for
information sometimes ending up in a Vitiligo forum where everyone was expressing their
concerns and sharing their experiences with Vitiligo.One particular stream of conversations
really touched my heart and led me closer to making the decision of writing this book. The post
was from a mother that had a young daughter; I think her little girl was 3 or 4 years old. You could
feel the pain, confusion and hopelessness in the mothers’ question. She was begging anybody
out there to please help her stop this disease from taking over her daughters’ life. As I scrolled
throughout the chat stream I noticed that nobody ever answered her question or even offered
any form of comfort or advice. Her plea was totally ignored. I could only imagine the despair that
this mother must have been in. I never signed up to become a member of that group and I too
did not share any of the information that I had. The last and final push was my brother just plainly
saying to me “You have to share your story with all of these people – you have to let them know



that there is hope!”My hope now is that this book and the information within it will reach as many
people as possible.My hope is that all of the people that are able to read this book will finally
heal from Vitiligo.My hope is that the mother that so desperately wanted to help her little girl will
find this book and heal her baby. Myths and ContradictionsHow are you supposed to heal when
there is so much contradictory information? The Internet is no doubt a great source of
information and a great tool to bring the world together but a lot of times it just becomes
information overload. The advice on one site totally contradicts the advice on the previous
one.Contradictions are one thing but myths are another. Different forms of advice can be
contradictory but each one of them can also be partially effective. What I feel hurts us the most
are the myths: the false myths that close the door on the possibilities for our healing.For the last
and final time we will look at this myth, never to discuss it again, because it plays no part in our
healing. False MythVitiligo is an “in-curable” disease!One of the best quotes that I can remember
to dispute this false myth is that “in-curable” means “curable-from within”.The majority of the
information that’s out there and the advice that we receive makes us believe we are stuck with
Vitiligo and there is nothing that we can do about it.Starting now, I want you to forget any
negative advice or information that you have received. I healed from Vitiligo, others that have
followed my advice have healed from Vitiligo and there is absolutely no reason why you will not
heal from Vitiligo.Throughout the course of this book I will ask you to strengthen yourself. I will
ask you to not only ignore the negative information that you receive but I will also ask you to
ignore yourself! Sometimes the most negative voice that we hear is our own.All of the negativity
stops – today!From there we can move on to the most important question:“Do you ‘really’ want to
heal?!”

IntroductionI wanted to start by expressing what motivated me to write this book.In general most
of us are private individuals; we each have our own sets of problems, concerns and issues in our
lives. Sometimes we are able to cross some of those obstacles and move forward with our
lives. We’re thankful that we’re able to do so and often the problem or issue that at one time
bothered us so much becomes a part of our past – to be forgotten. That was not the case with
the healing of my Vitiligo. This was no doubt one of the greatest obstacles in my personal life, not
one that I could easily forget.When it started becoming clear to me that “Hey, I am actually
beginning to heal myself from Vitiligo” my thinking began to shift. My inner self was not satisfied
and I felt the need to help others but I just did not know how to do it.I’ll never forget the worst
stages of my Vitiligo, the times that I felt like it was taking over my life. Even if a person in all
sincerity approached me to offer help – I did not want to hear it. Sympathy or any type of
attention made me feel uncomfortable and I really just wanted everyone to leave me alone. Stop
staring at me, don’t talk to me about it – really – just leave me alone.So at the very beginning of
my healing when I wanted to approach anybody that had Vitiligo and share my information with
them I had mixed emotions. Not really knowing how they would feel about it, not wanting to
upset them further, I just kept it to myself. After all I was not fully healed. I felt that they would say



“look at your face – you still have spots all over you – why haven’t you fully healed? All those
would have been valid questions and concerns so I decided it would be best to reach the point
that it became obvious that I was healing from Vitiligo.That time did come and a girl approached
me after she noticed that I was healing. She eventually became a person that I helped to heal
and her story is in this book under the pseudonym “Jane”. Witnessing her healing reassured me
that this plan could work for everyone – one of the convincing reasons to write this book.Often
times I would search the internet for information sometimes ending up in a Vitiligo forum where
everyone was expressing their concerns and sharing their experiences with Vitiligo.One
particular stream of conversations really touched my heart and led me closer to making the
decision of writing this book. The post was from a mother that had a young daughter; I think her
little girl was 3 or 4 years old. You could feel the pain, confusion and hopelessness in the
mothers’ question. She was begging anybody out there to please help her stop this disease from
taking over her daughters’ life. As I scrolled throughout the chat stream I noticed that nobody
ever answered her question or even offered any form of comfort or advice. Her plea was totally
ignored. I could only imagine the despair that this mother must have been in. I never signed up to
become a member of that group and I too did not share any of the information that I had. The last
and final push was my brother just plainly saying to me “You have to share your story with all of
these people – you have to let them know that there is hope!”My hope now is that this book and
the information within it will reach as many people as possible.My hope is that all of the people
that are able to read this book will finally heal from Vitiligo.My hope is that the mother that so
desperately wanted to help her little girl will find this book and heal her baby. Myths and
ContradictionsHow are you supposed to heal when there is so much contradictory information?
The Internet is no doubt a great source of information and a great tool to bring the world together
but a lot of times it just becomes information overload. The advice on one site totally contradicts
the advice on the previous one.Contradictions are one thing but myths are another. Different
forms of advice can be contradictory but each one of them can also be partially effective. What I
feel hurts us the most are the myths: the false myths that close the door on the possibilities for
our healing.For the last and final time we will look at this myth, never to discuss it again, because
it plays no part in our healing. False MythVitiligo is an “in-curable” disease!One of the best
quotes that I can remember to dispute this false myth is that “in-curable” means “curable-from
within”.The majority of the information that’s out there and the advice that we receive makes us
believe we are stuck with Vitiligo and there is nothing that we can do about it.Starting now, I want
you to forget any negative advice or information that you have received. I healed from Vitiligo,
others that have followed my advice have healed from Vitiligo and there is absolutely no reason
why you will not heal from Vitiligo.Throughout the course of this book I will ask you to strengthen
yourself. I will ask you to not only ignore the negative information that you receive but I will also
ask you to ignore yourself! Sometimes the most negative voice that we hear is our own.All of the
negativity stops – today!From there we can move on to the most important question:“Do you
‘really’ want to heal?!”Deciding If You Really Want To Heal As a person that suffered from



Vitiligo and wanted to heal more than anything else in the world I would think that this was an
unnecessary question. Who would not want to heal!?A better way to rephrase this question
is:“Are you willing to make the necessary changes for you to heal?”You will definitely have to
make some changes in your life if you want to heal. There will be physical and mental
adjustments that will be mandatory to your healing. As I said before I really wish that I could tell
you there are no changes necessary and that the process will be very easy or even better if I
could tell you that there was a “magic-pill” or there was a “secret” to heal. None of that is true, but
what is trueis that if you are willing to make all of the necessary changes in your life – you will
heal!I was the type of person that would be all ears when it came to healing. I felt that I would do
“anything” to heal. I found out that is not always the case. There are people out there that are not
willing to make the changes to heal and that’s okay. We are all in different stages in our life and
some of us may not be ready for this new shift.If you took the time to visit the website and trusted
enough to purchase this e-book I will assume that you are like me. You are willing to make all of
the necessary changes to heal yourself from Vitiligo. I also want you to relax and know that these
changes will not be the most difficult thing that you have ever done. These changes will only
make you better.Will it take sacrifice? Yes.Will it take dedication? Yes.Will it be worth it? Yes!The
first request that I will ask of you is a very important one. For many of you it will probably be the
first time in your life that you have done this.What I will ask you to do is to make yourself first in
your life.I’m asking you to make yourself and your healing top priority in your life!Give Yourself –
To YourselfYou are a Mother/ a Father, a Daughter/ a Son, a Sister/ a Brother, you are an
Employee/ an Employer, you are a friend and etc., etc.…You are many things to many people
and you give so much of yourself in the process.I totally understand that life puts us in situations
and locks us into cycles that we cannot escape from and this is not something that you can stop
immediately. What you can control is how these situations affect you. Your healing will depend
on you making a mental priority shift in your life. As givers to so many we often put everyone
ahead of ourselves, physically and mentally. The purpose of this mental shift is so that we are
not so engrossed in others issues that we forget ourselves in the process.For the sake of your
healing, it is a must that starting now, you and your healing come first! You must do everything
required and make all of the changes necessary for you to heal yourself. This will take your full,
undivided attention and you will have to give yourself – to yourself.This first step asks that you
really look at your life and all of its components and take into account the positives and
negatives. The negative aspects of your life you will have to do your best to either cut them out
all together or minimize their affect on you.This can be easier said than done because
sometimes the negativity that gets in the way of our healing can be some of the people in our
lives. If you are in a situation where you cannot avoid certain situations or people, this means
that your mind has to be even stronger. Later in this book we will go through some mental
exercises that will shield you from negativity.As far as all of the physical negatives like unhealthy
habits, you are in control of them and they have to be eliminated from your life because they are
standing in the way of your healing. Again, you and your healing come first and you can not let



anything get in the way of your ultimate goal – to heal yourself from Vitiligo and become the best
person that you have ever been in the process.Your healing will be at the top of all of your
thoughts and actions – all the time.Ok, so when you’re driving your car or walking down the
street your primary thought should be for you to stay safe but the next immediate thought is you
and your healing – all the time.I will even go as far as to say that I want you to dedicate 90 days
to yourself.Will you totally heal in 90 days? Possibly, but I know one thing for sure the progress
that you will make in the next three months will be enough for you to know for sure that you have
to continue. As long as you make “The Changes” you will be past the point of no return in your
journey towards healing. The changes are extremely easy but at times they are difficult to
do. E.E. – D.D.One way to describe the changes that you will have to make is that they
are:Extremely Easy but Difficult to DoThroughout the book I talk about the necessary changes in
a very matter of fact way. This is not to imply that I take them lightly or that I do not understand
the difficulty that you will have to go through to accomplish them. I understand probably better
than anyone can. I myself struggled with many of the changes: The Diet, The Physical and
Mental as well as the Life-style changes were all a challenge.You would have to know me to
understand exactly how many changes that I have made, exactly how much I really loved to eat
the things that were unhealthy for me and also to know a lot of my negative habits.I have been
overweight for the majority of my life. The brief periods that I almost got into great shape were
always followed by a failure backwards into an even worse position than I started. The yo-yo
dieting and exercising plans went right along with the emotional ups and downs and stresses
that I was going through in life.Food was not my only drug of choice; I was also an occasional
drinker and smoker. The social settings that I was in usually revolved around an unhealthydinner
followed by drinking, smoking and hanging out late at night. I justified this life-style with the fact
that it was only occasional so it couldn’t be “that” bad for me.The unhealthy cycle is like a chain
of links and one leads to another. My life really was full of habits surrounded by circumstances
and the people that kept those habits in motion.In my attempt to heal I tried my best to make the
changes one by one. I did fairly well at letting go of the majority of my negative habits but the fact
that one habit is linked to the other makes this impossible.I had to make the final decision to give
my healing 100%! This meant that I could no longer compromise myself or justify my
actions.This is what I mean by easy but difficult. The process itself is actually simple: there will
be certain things that you no longer will be able to do. Actually carrying the process out will at
times be difficult.I totally understand that we all have different habits, cycles and vices that we
use to get us through life. A lot of times those are the exact things that have caused the
imbalances in our life that eventually lead to either creating our condition or getting in the way of
our healing. Those things have to change, they have to all change and they have to change
now; there is no way around it! The Changes – Mental and PhysicalThroughout the journey of
your healing you will definitely become a different person – a better person. The changes you
make now will become a part of you forever as they create your new lifestyle. I personally am so
much better of a person because of these changes and healing from my autoimmune disorder



was just one of the benefits. Mental ChangesIf you were to ask me what the most important
aspect of your healing is, I would say it is your mind!Without your mental state in the right place
nothing that I can tell you or any other thing that you are doing to heal yourself will work –
period! If you look at the phases of your healing as a four legged table, with all of the changes
representing a leg – your mind state would represent the table top.What is this mind-state?
Where does your thinking need to be? You are now in the process of healingYou will heal from
Vitiligo Will you always be able to be this positive about your healing? No. There will be times
that you may fall into the trap of more contradictory and confusing information; there will be times
like I said earlier that you and your mind will get in your own way. Just when it seems like you
have you and your mind on-track other things can happen to throw you off-track. It could be a
major stress point in your life or it can be something as simple as a look or a stare that you get
from a stranger.Only we know how it feels to get those awkward stares. Most of the times they
are not malicious and the stares are just based on curiosity. It’s just human nature; people take
double takes when they see something that’s not ordinary. People with Vitiligo may stare at
another person that has the same condition.We have to understand that all of these
uncomfortable situations cannot hold any meaning to us. We have to let them bounce off us and
make sure that we stay on our track to healing.Again going back to the days where Vitiligo was
spreading up my neck, to my chin and was spreading upwards to my face, I also started getting
spots on my face (the spots that we all dread). I was always holding my head down hoping that
everyone wouldn’t see. I was just tired of being tired and I made the mental shift during the worst
of times. I decided that I will heal from Vitiligo and that I was in the process of healing. I said to
myself “If they want to stare, let them stare!” I started walking with my head held high and kept
my thoughts on my healing.The funny part is that after I healed from Vitiligo I realized that people
still stare at me; everybody ‘stares’ at everybody. It’s just that when we have Vitiligo we are so
much more self-conscious about everything.Separate yourself from any negative feeling that
comes your way, whether it comes from somebody else or you brought it on yourself and
whether it’s justified or not. Immediately bring yourself back to the point where you know without
a doubt that you are healing and you will be totally healed. Don’t let anyone or anything come
between you and your new way of thinking.Throughout the course of this book we will go into
details on exactly where your mental state needs to be and how to get there.Physical
ChangesThe next most important step following your new mental changes is to help your body
heal by making the necessary physical changes. Your entire body and not just your skin will be
your top priority.It is not a big secret what these changes are. You will have to change your diet,
you will have to exercise, supplement your body with certain vitamins and you will have the
choice on whether or not you will use the same medications that I used to heal.I strongly believe
that with the principles of this book you can heal yourself without any prescribed medications. In
my case I wanted the fastest results possible so I decided to use every resource I could as long
as I was not harming my body.The physical changes are:· Diet· Exercise·
Supplementation· MedicationEach one of these legs will create that table and with a solid



mental top you have the foundation that your healing will be built on.Let’s go into each one of
them in detail. DietMost of us know how important our diet is and how it affects our overall
health. Most of us have also been on some type of diet at one time or another.This time it’s
different!Normally when we decided to make changes in our diet it was either to get in shape
physically or to improve our health. The majority of the times these changes were temporary and
most of us went back to our old unhealthy ways.This time it’s different!There is a lot more at
stake now than just fitting into that dress or looking good with your shirt off. This time your
healing depends on it! I’ll say it again; this time you healing from Vitiligo will depend on your diet.
The beautiful part is that as you are on your journey to healing yourself – you will fit into that
dress – you will look better with your shirt off – you will probably get into the best shape you have
ever been in your whole life.The main difference now is that you have the absolute biggest
motivator: Healing yourself from Vitiligo!As I explained in the original intro on the purpose of this
book I will not go into the details of physiology and nutrition. I want to explain to you clearly the
changes that you must make – the changes that healed my Vitiligo and will also heal yours.The
Diet that you will follow will include the following very important elements:· GF: Gluten-
Free· GF: Grain-Free· DF: Dairy-Free· SF: Sugar-Free· CF: Chemical-FreeI will
expect you to research in detail exactly what these elements are and become familiar with them
but I want to briefly discuss each of these. Gluten-FreeThe term “GF-Diet” has become quite
popular and most of you have probably heard of it at one time or another.The main point is that
you can no longer eat wheat or any products that are made from wheat and gluten. The majority
of the world’s population is allergic to wheat. Many of us do not know it and this allergy manifests
itself in different ways for each one of us. There are also different levels of sensitivity towards
Gluten. Some are extremely allergic, where one grain of wheat or even the dust from a grain will
cause all types of negative symptoms in the body that are immediately recognized. Some of us
continue to eat Gluten and wheat products not knowing the internal damage that it is causing in
our body. Our autoimmune disorder displays itself, so we can see it, in the form of Vitiligo.The
point of focus for you to know is that most of the Carbs that we love are made from wheat:Cakes,
Cookies, Crackers, Breads, Pastas – L yes, this includes: the bread on burgers, the crust on
pizza, the tortilla, the chips, donuts, bagels, etc., etc.…Remember, this time its different, your
healing depends on it.As I said you will have to research all the food products that may contain
Gluten. Many times Gluten can be hidden in products that you least expect. Read labels, be
detailed, don’t’ compromise and stay away from Gluten.Many sufferers of various autoimmune
disorders have achieved positive results simply by becoming GF (Gluten-Free). Grain-FreeNo
grains! This aspect goes hand in hand with becoming Gluten-Free; the only thing is that it takes
away the remaining Carbs that you thought you were going to enjoy. Yes, this means all of your
non-vegetable Carbs:Rice, Oats, Granola, Pasta, Bread and any other products even if they are
made from grains other than wheat.No grains! Dairy-FreeThis includes:Milk and all of its
products including: Cheese, Yogurt, Creams, Ice cream and everything containing any milk by-
products. As Vitiligo healers we also stop eating EGGS. Some say it is okay, some say it is not. I



have gone back and forth with eating eggs and when I finally decided to cut them out, it became
one of the turning points in my healing.By the time you finish this book you will know all of my
turning points and learn from them so you won’t have any obstacles and wasted time between
you and your healing.Sugar-FreeNo added sugar – on anything. The negative aspects of sugar
are well known and for the sake of us Vitiligo victims it plays no positive role in our life. The only
sugar that you will have will be in the occasional natural fruits that you will eat.Remember: 90
days! Chemical-FreeThis basically means that from now on you are to eat only all-natural foods,
real whole-foods. Foods that you know are made without the addition of any chemicals, foods
that do not require a factory or a fancy package to finish them off and preserve them.You should
not eat any type of food that has a list of ingredients you can barely pronounce.If you do a
Google search on the chemicals that are in some of our most common foods you will be
shocked.The following is just a short list of some the most common food additives:·
Aspartame – 90 side effect symptoms have been reported to the FDA so far; suspected of
causing Cancer, Seizures, and Headaches.· BHA & BHT – known to be carcinogenic to
humans by the World Health Organization.· Food Colorings – most are known to cause
damage to gastrointestinal organs.
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Brandon Burnett, “An honest approach to healing vitiligo or any autoimmune disease. A well
rounded approach to healing. I’ve personal tried the diet portion of this book and I’ve seen
results within 90 days. Nothing is more powerful to healing then diet and exercise alone with a
positive attitude.”

Bryan M Cox, “Now I have HOPE!. Finally, I've found someone who has actually healed from
Vitiligo! I never knew it was an auto immune disease. I never new there was ANY hope for this
very difficult condition. I am in the process of healing by using the strategies in this book. I am so
thankful for Mr Giovanni's willingness to share his story to help others!”

The book by The INSTANT-Series has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 8 people have provided feedback.
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